
Read ‘n Share Titles         
                                       July 2020 Meeting 
 
        Fiction 
 
Backman, Fredrik Anxious People  – A failed bank robber takes everyone at an open house hostage, but 

has disappears into thin air when the police, a father and son team,  arrives. (Sept) 
 
Brooks, Max Devolut ion– A journal by a woman from a Pacific Northwest eco-community that is 

cut off from civilization by a volcanic eruption only to be faced with Sasquatches. 
 
Cummins, Jeanine American Dirt–After her journalist husband profiles the head of a drug cartel,  a 

woman and her son flee Mexico and joins other  migrants seeking hope in America. 
 
Dare, Abi The Gir l  with the Louding Voice– A Nigerian girl, sold into marriage, is trapped 

in servitude but is ready to fight for her dream of being educated. 
 
Foley, Lucy The Guest  List  – A celebrity wedding on a Irish island ends in death.  Who died? 

Why?  Was it murder or an accident?  Read and find out.   
 
Friedland, Elyssa Love and Miss Communicat ion– Suffering humiliating setbacks for her overuse of 

social media, a Manhattan lawyer resolves to live life without her smartphone. 
 
Horowitz, Anthony The Word Is Murder :  A Novel  – When a wealthy woman is murdered after 

planning her funeral, a disgraced detective and author Anthony Horowitz, investigate. 
 
Fuller, Claire Swimming Lessons  – Returning home to care for her aging father, a woman  

discovers letters from her missing mother hidden among his thousands of books. 
 
Lane, Byron A Star i s  Bored–  A man spends three chaotic years as a celebrity assistant, based on  

the author’s experience working for the late actor Carrie Fisher. 
 
McCreight, Kimberly A Good Marriage– A lawyer investigates the murder of a woman on behalf of her 

husband and leans all of the couple’s friends in Brooklyn are not what they seem. 
 
Moyes, JoJo The Giver o f  Stars  – An Englishwoman marries an American and volunteers for 

Eleanor Roosevelt's new traveling library in small-town Kentucky. 
 
Napolitano, Ann Dear Edward - A 12-year-old lone survivor of a plane crash investigates the stories of 

his less-fortunate fellow passengers before making a profound discovery about his life. 
 
North, Alex The Shadows–  A man returns home to see his ill mother to be faced with a copycat 

killing of a teenager 25 years after the original murder which involved his friends. 
 
Rum, Etaf A Woman is  No Man–  Three generations of Palestinian-American women in 

Brooklyn are torn between their own desires and traditional Arab culture. 
 
Scott, Stephanie What's  Lef t  o f  Me is  Yours– In modern-day Tokyo a young woman searches for the 

truth about her mother’s life - and her murder. 
 



Swyler, Erika Light From Other Stars – Decades after her scientist father triggers chaotic changes, 
an astronaut confronts dangerous family secrets to stop a world-threatening crisis. 

 
Thomas, Elisabeth Cather ine House– A curious undergraduate uncovers a shocking secret about an 

exclusive circle of students and some dark truths at a very unusual school.  
 
Turow, Scott Ident i cal– When a mayoral candidate's identical twin brother is released from prison 

twenty-five years after pleading guilty to murder the case is re-opened.. 
 
Ware, Ruth One by One  –A work retreat at a  luxury mountaintop chalet takes a turn for the 

worse when an avalanche traps them and the guests start to disappear. (Nov) 
 

Non-Fiction 
 
Trump, Mary Too Much and Never Enough– An revelatory, authoritative portrait of Donald J. 

Trump and the toxic family that made him written by his niece, a clinical psychologist. 
 
 
 


